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Compus
Briefs
Dr. and Mrs. Hoyt T:rowbridge,
416 Hermosa Dr. SE, have returned from a two week trip combining business, and pleasure.
Dean of the Unive1·sity of New
Mexico College of Arts and Sci·
ences, D~-. 'l'1·owbi·idg·e attended
the Bell Telephone summer meetino· for educators at its New Jer"' Laboratory.
say
The couple also saw their son,
Steve, a Columbia University student in New York City, and their
son·in-law and daughter, Prof.
and Mrs. F, L. Weiss, Averill
Pa1·k, N.Y. They visited Mrs.
Trowb1•idge's mother, Mrs. H. G.
Hayden in LaCrosse, Wis.
Dr..Tohn Green, UNM professor of physics and astronomy will
leave in August for Aleppo, Syria,
where he will lecture during the
1966-67 school year.
The UNM professor is making
the trip to the Middle East under
a grant from the U.S. Department
of State's Bureau of Educational
and Cultural Affairs. It is part of
an international educational exchange program set up under the
Fulbright·Hays Act.

ReagHh ·selected
By Campus Poll
(Continued from Page 1)
have enough support to pull off
any major victOI·ies,
The Democrat lead in voter
registration would defeat the Republicans wrote a senior in government. He also feit that the
conservative-liberal split in California was still deep,
The greatest single factor in
the election appeared to be Reagan's pmfession, which seveml
felt would automatically eliminate him.
· The LOBO's next poll will have
a local angle. Students are asked
to express their views on the current Summer Session set up, by
answering the following question:
Do you feel there is any room fo1•
improvement in UNM's present
summer school curricula? Fo1·ms
wnr continue to be located at the
SUB information desk.

Meyer Stresses
Recreation Value
(Continued from Page 1)
idea of leisure to the working
man was rest, the. modern idea
has leisure and accent on movement. The American has time,
money ,and energy that he wants
to spend.
A breakdown of the recreational dollar shows that 14 and one
half billion dollars is spent on
travel. This figure can be increased to over 20 billion when
money spent for clothes, sporting
goods, and material associated
with travel and vacations are
added on.
There are tremendous increases
on all forms of entertainment,
from books and the theater to
car racing and football.
Rhythm Suggested
As far as the role of recreation toward the individual, Dr.
Meyer said, "There is a definite

Speech on London
Begins New Week

UPolice ~xplain Parking Problem
(Continued from Page 1)
cers last week by a woman who
left her car . park~d in the shade
of a tree, though it was a no parking zone. It seems she had a dog

in her car. The dog's Qwner had
rece11tly died and the dog was in
a state of depression, The shade
seemed to make it feel better. Or
so she said.

(Continued from Page 1)
Fish Ma~·ket.
Mt'. Gowan was born in Minesota and educated at the University of Toronto and at Oxford. He
has worked in Canada, England,
Iceland, and Austl•ia. ·
"Ivanhoe" Presented
On Tuesday, July 19, at 6 and
8 p.m. the UNM Summer Fare
will Pl'esent the third in its series
of movie classics, "Ivanhoe," The
film stars Robert Taylor, Joan
Fontaine, and Elizabeth Taylor
and is based on Sir Walter Scott's
world-famous novel.
Bridge lessons will be offered
Wednesday, July 20, from 7 to
10 p,m. in the Lobo Room of the
Student Union.
Bowling Scheduled
A father-son bowling tournament is scheduled in the Student
Union Games Room also for Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. ·
Folk song enthusiasts will be
happy to hear that the UNM
Summer Hootenanny Sing Out
wili be held Thursday, July 21,
at 8 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom. There is no admission
charge for the sing out.
On Friday, July 22, the Student Union Theater will present
"Guys and Dolls" at 6 and 8
p.m. The film stars Marlon Brando and Jean Simmons.

BOOKS
NEW

great savtngs

THE BOOKCASE
2608 CENTRAL SE

VISIT
INTER-TRIBAL
INDIAN
CEREMONIAL
AT
Gallup, New Mexico
Special One-Day Bus Tour
Leaves
6 A.M., August 13
CALL

~(t:,-),~0~~
~g~~~~
<!)

2212 Central SE
Phone 243-6749

RIGHT ACROSS CENTRAL
FROM THE UNIVERSITY

need to establish a Thythm be-

tween work and recreation
throughout the entire life span."
Recreation besides relieving
boredom, which is consideered by
some experts to be one of the
major ills of society, helps to provide physical therapy and mental
therapy to the individual.
"Adults are just now beginning
to realize the importance of recreation in their lives.'' said Meyer.
He issued a challenge to the citizens of the latter half of the
twentieth century to accommodate and integrate the need and
pressure of recreation into everyday life.

dreaming
about
your future?

then stop!
Here's a once in a lifetime
opportunity for adventure and
challenge.
A civilian career with the
Army Recreation or Library
Program in Europe or the Far
East.
If you are single, a U.S. citizen and have a degree in

Recreation

Social Science

Arts and Crafts
Dramatics or

library Science
WRITE FOR A BROCHURE

SPECIAL SERVICES SECTION

IRCB

BEFORE SAILING FORTH

'

Pre-marriage Class
At Catholic Center
A pre-Cana conference consisting of pre-marriage instructions
for engaged Catholic couples in
the Albuquerque area will be held
at the UNM Newman Center,
1815 Las Lomas, Rd. NE, July
31, August 1 and 2.
Father Thomas Flynn, Newman
Center staff member, said that
this pre-Cana conference is the
only one planned for the summer
in Albuquerque. Catholic Church
rules require pre-marital instructions.

Stuffs of solid worth at smallest profit!
A largish selection of small things!
Good garments for the well-rounded
navigator of fashion!

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65e-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
rrw,,t; bo sUbmitted by noon. on d11y betore
publication to Room 159, Student Publi~a
tiona Building, Phone 271-4002 or 277-4102,
FOR SALE
HUMIDIFIER. floor model. Enjoy sleepIng in the winter. Save heat. One year
old•. $35. Weinberg, 268-472lf or ext. 4309.
HOUSE for sale: 4 bedroom, den, playroom: 7 min. to UNM. Call Dr. Kramer,
2621 or 256o3BG2.
PERSONALS
SANDALS--today's look , • , yesterday's
nostalgia • • • tomorrow's flair. That's
SAND and SUN Sandals on OLD TOWN
PLAZA, the "IN" Sandal Shop With you
in mind. Men's and ladles. Sand and Sun,
201 Romero NW on t.istorie Old Town
Plaza. Dial 2411-7909. (8 Ins.)
.
LADY w1111ta girl or woman-good eharactel---to allare SE 2 bedroom apt; Air
conditioned. 256·7629,

V\

AT

Would You Believe?

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH-YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM
Vol. 69

·Voice

•

University male students may
attend auditions at 2:00p.m., Sunday for the Albuquerque Light
Opera Workshop production of
"Guys and Dolls.''
The auditions will be held at
113 Alvarado NE. For further
information, contact Mrs. Ann
O'Malley, 299-0838.

EXICOLOBO

Friday, July 22, 1966

In a 39 to 5 decision, lJNM -students voted this week th~t they
felt there was room for improvement in the Summer Session program as it is presently set up.
Reasons ranged from the unprintable to the well-thought-out.
The biggest single complaint
among students was the numbel'
of classes being offered. Most felt
that there were not enough.
More Classes Asked
"I feel more classes should be
added and UNM should try to get
mo1·e visiting professors," said
one student, who also added that
he would like to see the "free l'efill policy" begun again at the
SUB.
A graduate student suggested
that more summer night classes
be offered ;for the graduate students. "Many departments either
do not have the staff or are unwilling to teach courses which are
useful to the graduate students,"
charged another.
The time element was mentioned by a few students. Some
felt classes started too early.
"Math 163 at 6:40 a.m. is ridi~
culous," pointed out one student.
Conflict Cited
Not only the earliness of some
classes but the conflict among
others was found in fault by some.
"Classes are inadequately planned
-hours that classes are offered
arc frequently in conflict," complained a student.
"The choice of courses must
be fo1• a first semester freshman
-anyone more advanced will have
(Continued on Page 4)

UNM Holds Clinic
For Cheerleaders
A cheerlcadel'S clinic sponsored
by the UNM Athletic Department
has attracted 235 high school
cheerleaders from 47 schools in
the state. The clinic, the sixth to
be held in the st..1.te, began Monday and ends today.
The girls are being instructed
by 10 college students mostly from
the Western Athletic Conference
and Southwest Conference schools,
Head instructor is Waltet· Monsour, a gmduate student from
Louisiana State University. UNM
sophomore Michnele Nieves, a
home economics major and member of the Chaparrals, is one of
the instructors.
After the days regular practice
session, the gil'ls pa1·ticipate in
"spirit" competition aild the .winners arc awarded "spirit sticks."
Today, instructors will select the
best cheering squads from each
of the separate school divisions.
The girls have been averaging
about 16 hours of practice a day.

f·'

UGets

Takes Film Tour
Through london
·Over 1000 people watched and
listened last Monday _night as
William Gowan took the "Lecture
Undel· the Stars" audience on a
movie trip th1·ough London.
Hitting the high spots, as well
as the lesser known spots of London, Gowan nanated the tour
without the use of notes. He took
the crowd through the brilliancy
of a Chelsea Flower Show, the
exCitement of a London fire brigade, and the quiet impressiveness of the British Museum.
Yankee Sites
Memorial statues of Lincoln,
Washington and Roosevelt gave a
momentary Yal}kee impression to
the film.
The tour traveled through such
varied locations as Trafalgar
Square, Scotland Yard, Hampstead Heath, the Paddington
Bowls Club, Lambeth Palace,
Buckingham
Palace,
Harrow
School, the Billingsgate Fish Market, and Hyde Park. _
The audience was also treated
to a trip down the Thames to
Greenwich, a tour of the numerous railway -stations (including
the much fictionalized Waterloo
(Continued On Page 4)

Poet To Be Topic
Of Logon Speech

.,

License; I

Reactor Delivered
Nuclear Reactor
Brought toUNM
From Colifornio

I

.Says Kel_ley

Book Mutilation
Is a Real Problem
At UNM Library

A long awaited nuclear reactor
has arrived on the University of
New Mexico campus.
The three-ton, 14-foot high reactor vessel and associated equipment al'l'ived by truck from California Monday.
The new unit will be installed
in the nuclear engineering building on University Ave.
·
The Real Thing
For the first time, graduate
students enrolled in nuclear engineering courses will be able to sit
down at the cont1·ols of an operating reactor and participate
in experiments. Until now, they
had to make do with a sub-critical
reactor and simulation equipment
at the engineering center.
The operating reactor is one
of about twenty built in the late
fifties as training devices for
· schools and colleges. They are
manufactured by Aerojet General
Nucleonics.
To UNM From Berkeley

Dam Bill Meets Opposition
is true. Based on previous experience with the Glen Canyon Dam
in southern Utah, many of the
scenic sig-hts and attractions of
the Grar1d Canyon would be lost
forever. Water held back by
Bridge Canyon would fill canyons
in the National park and cover
with water what took nature and
time, working with the river, millions of years to fashion out of
the l'ock.
The teservoir of the Marble
Canyon dam would destroy many
beautiful sights that are located
in canyons on the Colorado above
the park boundaries. Conservationists are asking that the boundaries of Grund Canyon be increased to include Marble Canyou
and its sights within the national
park.
Color Film
Officiuls of the Sien•a Club,
armed with a color filirt, entitled,
"Glen . Canyon'' are making ap( Continttt'd 011 Pnge 3)

When Zimmerman Library
opens its new addition to the public on Sept. 19, there will "be approximately 650,000 books housed
within the library's walls. Journals, fiction, encyclopedias, textbooks, old books, new books,
square-shaped and rectangular
books will all miraculously make
their way to the proper shelves.
Unfortunately, a considerable
number (library authorities here
have no way of estimating how
many) of these books will, after
they have served their purpose,
either not return, or will return
mutilated.
Is A Real Problem
Book mutjlation is a very real
problem at UNM, despite the fact
that nobody talks about it much.
But oh, the consternation when
one comes to the final page of a
20-page article, only to find that
it's been ripped out.
"It's up to the conscience of the
individual," said UNM LibraTian

The UN:r.r unit has been in operation at the University of California at Berkeley since 1958. It
was given to UNM without charge
but installation and transportation costs will amount to about
$20,000.
The AGN-201~this unit's of
ficial designation- will take
about a month to install. It must
be inspected . and licensed by the
TEC before the fuel elements will
be released to the University.
Generates One-Tenth Watt
The reactor operates on enriched uranium U-235. It utilizes
about 7% pounds of the material
mixed with polyethylene.
Even though it is an operating
reactor, the power level is quite
small-only 1/10 of a watt.
·. The low power level combined
with heavy shielding makes the
device completely safe for student
use. At the same time, they will
be able to carry out significant research pl'ojects with the new reactor.

John B. Logan, visiting profes:;;or at UNM, will deliver the
fourth "Lecture under the Sta1·s,"
speech Monday night at 8 p.m. at
the south portico of the Administration Building. He Ydll speak
on "Poetry and the Poet."
Logan, a recognized poet in his
own right, will join the faculty
of the State University of New
York this fall as an English professor. He has published a number of poems, fiction pieces, and
ct,itical essays, in publications including "The New Yorker," and
in many literary magazines.
The poet rereived his BA and
MA degrees from the State University of Iowa and has studied
at Georgetown University and
Notre Dame. A well·traveled lecturer, Logan, has given poetry
readings and lectures at about
one hundred colleges and univer·
sities.
During the school year 1965-66,
Logan taught in a modern poetry
workshop at San Francisco State
Wednesday Dance
College. His name is to be among
The Bits and Pieces will perthose in a forthcoming edition of form at a Wednesday night dance,
"Who's Who in the West," Dic- July 27, at 7 p.m. in the Union
tionary of American Scholars.
Ballroom.

By R. EUGBNE STOREY
gation wat<•r and }lower for the
Conservationists and the United CX!lttndill!~ Southwest. The Marble
States Bm•eau of Heclamation nrc and Bridg<• Canyon projedH ltl'l\
drawing battlelines in prC>pamtion l1,1st ]mrts of this long rangC' profor the fight over House Bill Num- gram.
ber 4671 1 which should rcnch the
Gain SUtlJlort
Floor of the House of Iteptescmtnunder the
Conset·vationists
tives in mid-August. The hili leadership of the nation:tlly known
which has nlrcady pnsscd out of Sierra Club are desperately trythe House Insular Alfuirs Com- ing to rally support in an nttemP,t
mittee by a natrow murgin would to def<!at the money nuthoriza·
authorize the spending of Goifet·n- tion bill. Opponents claim that
mcnt funds ;fot· two dams on the even though the dams would be
Colorado River,
located otttside the boundaries of
The dams, one in· Mat·ble Canyon the Grand Canyon Natio11nl Park,
above Grand Canyoh and one in water baclwd up by tho proposed
Bridge Canyon which is below the dams would destroy canyon comGrand Canyon National park arc plexes both inside und outside the
planned to hole! back wnter for snnduat·y of the park. 'l'hcit• point
the conversion to power. They m•c is that the park was set asicle to
part of a long range complex of preserve lh<l natural wonders and
dams on the Colorado River which beauty or Gmnd Canyon and that
was begun in the HJ30's. 'rhe dnm the dams would violate this sanctcomphtl{ inchtdes Bolclet' Dam, uary.
Parker Dam, Davis Dam 11nd th<~
Unfortunately, the conservumost recent Glen Canyon Dam.
tionists' p!'cdiction of doom for
They wet•c built to provid(l ini- tlw <•nnyon if the rlnms m·c built

FIFTH Week!

No.120 ·

Campus 'Lecture' Crowd

USED

UStudents Needed
For "Guys and Dolls"

l

David Kelley in an interview with
the LOBO last week. He said that
he's been with the uni~ersity for
17 years, and it appears to him
that the amount of mutilation is
(Continued On Page 4)

Students Dig Up
Ancient Pueblo
On a sun-baked plateau six
miles southeast of El Rito, New
Mexico, 40 to 50 students from
various universities are excavating parts of Sapawe Pueblo under
the direction of Dr. Florence H.
Ellis of the UNM anthropology
department.
The students earn 6 credit
hours for six weeks of the summer field session. The session this
year included an eight day trip
through New Mexico, Colorado
and Arizona where they visited
Mesa Verde, Chaco and other Indian ruins and habitations.
Largest Pueblo
Sapawe Pueblo, which covers
26 acres, is the largest adobe wall
pueblo found in the Southwest. It
was occupied by Tewa·speaking
Indians from about 1425 A.D. to
1550 A.D. or late1', thus overlapping the Spanish exploration
period in New Mexico. These approximate dates have been established by pottery and pollen dating methods.
Dr. Ellis said that originaliy a
large gl·oup of Indians built their
homes around one plaza and later
other groups came and added
other plazas until there were
(Continued On Page 4)

Summer Enrollment
Is Up By 5Per Cent
Midway th1·ough the Summer
Session, registration has topped
the 4,800 mark. This is nearly a
.five percent increl.lse over last
year's registration.
Enrollment is expected to pass
5,000 with the statt of a number
of three and foul' week workshops.
The figure inclttdcs some 580 pewpia l'cgistered fol' pre·scssion
workshops dul'ing the early part
of .June.
Registration for the 1965 Sum111!'1' Session was 4,016.

KUNM Approved,
To Start Sending
Eorly in October
UNM's FM radio station has
received a construction permit
from the Federal Communications
Commission in Washington. The
permit came in response to an
application by the nine·member
UNM radio board, filed March 3.
They asked for and received
permission to build and opero.)e
an FM station operating on an
assigned frequency of 90.1 megacycles with an effective radiated
power of 3700 watts.
Harry Joseph, hired as manager
of the present student radio station in February, said that the
equipment for the FM operation
already has been let to bid pending receipt of the permit. (Collins
Radio Company will supply the
transmitter.)
Replaces KNMD
Since 1959, the University
radio station has been operating
on an AM signal transmitted ovel'
the .campus power lines. It's call
letters have been KNMD.
Joseph said the AM operation
will cease when the new station
goes on the air. "We have applied
for the call letters KUNM" t'he
station manager said, "and as far
as we can tell, the FCC should
grant our request."
The new FM operation should
be ready to go on the air by
October 3. According to present
plans, KUNM will sign on at 2
p.m. and broadcast until midnight.
There are presently four FM
stations operating in the Albuquerque a1·ea. The Albuquerque
Public Schools operate a low pow'er Fl\f outlet which provides educational materials for in-school
use.
$19,000 Budget
The KUNM operating budget
provided by the Associated Students General Fund amounts to
(Continued on Page 3)

G. A. Rutherford
Submits Low Bid
George A. Rutherford Inc., was
the apparent low bidder for construction of a large addition to
the University of New Mexico
Biology Building.
Five proposals were opened
Tuesday afternoon (July 12) by
the University. The Rutherford
bid was $1,693,870.

WEEK'S EVENTS~
Monday, July 25-Lectute
Under the Stal's, John Logan,
"Poett•y and the Poet.'' 8 p.m.
in front of Administration
Building.
~·~
Tuesday, July 26-Summer
Fare Film Classic, "Mark of
Zorro." SUB Theater, 6 and 8
p.m.
Wednesday, July 27-Chil:lren 's movies. Union Ballroom,

1 p.m.

Thm:sday, July 28-Summer
Fare Foreign Films., "Ballad
of a Soldier.'' SUB Theater, 6
and 8 p.m.
Sunnnei' Fare Puppet Show,
''The Larry Reehling Show."
Union Balh•oom, 8 p.m. No
charge.
Friday, July 29-Summcr Film
Fart!, "Gone at·e the Days.''
SUB Tlteater, 6 and 8 p.m.

''
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

~Publications Board of the Al!sociated Students of the University of New Mexico.

_class ppstagc pai<l at Albuquerque, New Mexico. Printed by the University Print,.,lng Plant, ;;!ubsc;ipt)on rato: $4.50 for the school year, payable in advance. All editorials
• -!! ·'and signed coJum11s expre-sS the views of the writer and pot necessnri1y -those of the Stu~
1'
dent Publications Board or o{ the University.

Editor --------------------------------------·------ Jo Ann Baj!ey
Associate Editor ----------.. --------------------------- Bill Hume
Managing Editor ------------------------------------ Bob Storey
Copy Edito1• -------------------------------------- Chuck Lanier
Campus Editior ---------------------------------- John Dileanis
Amusements Editor -------------------------------- Pete Kendall
Review Editor -------------------------------------- Dee Masters
Business Supervisor ---------------------------- Richard P. French
Staff members: Mike Montoya, Rosie Gutierrez, Mandy Steere.
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Only the Contents
Have Been Changed

A MUTILATED COPY of Acclimatization in the Andes
or of Treitschke's History of Germany in the 19th Century
may not annoy you if you're not a P.E. or history major.
Chances a:re you'll never have occasion to stumble across
them. Chances are you're lucky.
But what about the hundreds of thousands of other books
that are mutilated or stolen from our nation's libraries
yearly. Surely when one library can report the loss of $500,000 in such damage in a year, then we've come across it
once Ol' twice ourselves.
Judging from reports around the country, not only students and John Q. Citizen, but also faculty members, administrators, even scientists are guilty.
Thousands of volumes, millions of dollars go down the
drain annually because someone was too impatient to run to
a~pying machine and reproduce the needed material, or
too lazy to take a few notes, or too cheap to, buy the book
(which he felt would greatiy enhance his private library).
No doubt we sit back and shake our heads and say, "there
oughta be a law." No doubt.
True, there are punishments and restrictions that can be
brought to bear. Offenders can be prosecuted (if they can be
caught). Open-stack libraries can revert to the closed-stack
system (at the expense of speed). Libraries can become mere ·
reference rooms, with no book being allowed out of the buildings (at the expense or research). Hordes of monitors can
circulate through the libraries, keeping their eyes on all
book users (if the manpower can be afforded).
YET MOST OF THESE RESTRICTIONS would, as is so
often the case, punish the many for the ·misconduct of the
few. And besides, most of us pu1l away from restrictions on
ge'tleral principle.
UNM Librarian David Kelley pointed out a couple of ways
that the situation could be alleviated. For one thing, professors who notify their classes that volume such-and-such is
required reading and may be found in the library, the students should always be sure to notify the library first. This
way the book can be put in the reference room and a tighter
check can be placed on it. For another, people who see stray
library boolts lying around can exercise their torsos by walking the book back to the library.
We might also suggest that persons who are caught mutilating or stealing books should be denied use of the library
in the future-with no pleas of insanity acceptable.
But in the end, no matter what the precautions taken or
the restrictions imposed, the matter rests in the hands of
those who use the books.
.,..i'HERE HAS BEEN A GREAT DEAL of talk lately about
these rights and those rights, and about how all God's children have rights. But, at the risk of sounding stuffy, what
about responsibilities? Is the person who "razors" out reference material from a medical journal tesponsible? Is the person who tears pictures from a photography book 01' coupons
from a ll}agazine responsible ? Not really. Yet they may be
Ph.D. Gandidates. There is no reason that can be given which
is good enough to excuse such an action.
The freshmail or graduate student or faculty member who
says, "Yes, but I've got a good reason for doing this. I'm
conducting research that rna~· well be important to my fellows." To you we say, "Bilge. Get off your education pedestal
and get a little education."
1ro be sure, there are problems in this world that are of
greater magnitude than this one. But isn't the man who is
capable of a "little" dishonesty also capable of the bigger
one? If not today, then perhaps tomorrow.
UN.M is going to have a more beautiful and much more
efficient library come the fall semester. We can only hope
that those few who are capable of manhandling books will
have a little mercy. In so doing they'll not only be doing the
library a service and their _fellow library-users a favor.
They'll be salvaging their own self-respect, that elusive commodity that gives meaning and joy to everything else.
-JoAnn Bailey

TRIBUNE CRITICIZED
Dear Editor:
On Tuesday, July 12, Mr. Hal
Simmons of the AlbuqtwrqHe Tribmw asked to interview Miss Rose
Sisneros and me as participants
in the UNM program of Intemships in Latin Ame1·ican Education. The interview lasted about
10 minutes before it was interrupted by the continuation of Internship ·orientation session. It
was supposed to be completed
later that day, but Mr. Simmons
never returned. It is partly for
this reason that the article which
appeared, picked on an insignifi·
cant example from my background as a Peace Corps Volunteer and erroneously magnified
this into the lead article on page
two. Furthermore, it drifted far
from the purpose of the article
which was to focus on a new and
imaginative UNM program funded by the Ford Foundation which
proposes a new and meaningful
dialogue with our Latin American
neighbors.
In response to Mr. Simmons'
question: "Was there leftist opposition to Peace Corps in the uni·
versity where you were a Volun-

Out of the Past
Two hours credit in Journalism 85 s will be GIVEN
AWAY to any summer school
student! No limit as to number, nothing to sell, no strings
attached. Thrill to the glamorous life of a metropolitan news
hawk. Meet campus celebrities,
the people who make news. Be
on the insiae of campus going-son. PRESS PASSES FOR
EVERYONE. Feel the throb
of singing Iinotypes, the tumultous roar of rolling presses.
SIMPLY enroll in Journal·
ism 85 s, and spend a short
period in the Lobo office, Studcmt Union Bldg., on Wednesday afternoons, actually en<!aged in the preparation of
vour weekly campus newspaper!
Choose your own field: sport,
society, general news coverage
-any position on our editorial
staff will be open to you. ACT
NOW! (New Mexico Lobo,
Tune 7, 1938~Editorial)

Unlike many other programs
which furnish grants to graduate
students to go to some :foreign
country to carry out personal research, the UNM program is more
dh'ectly geared to the mutual
benefit which can be accrued from
an extended stay in a :foreign culture.
The UNM program finds positions each year for about ten
semi-professional interns. These
are usually positions as assistants
in Latin American Universities
and Ministries of Education. In
this way a person can be directly
helpful to the growth of Latin
American institutions and cultures; he can receive guidance
from host nationals as to important subjects for research; and
finally, his involvement in carrying out ·assigned local tasks will
provide him with unusual insight
into resources that would make
any research more meaningful
and more valuable both to the :researcher and to the host country.
It is unfortunate that a' wellintentioned reporter let himself be
carried away by a couple of small
details which would be sensational
if magnified out of context from
a partial interView. I felt compelled to correct the record since
the tone of the article could have
been rather unfortunately misconstrued.
I am very grateful to Miss Jo
Ann Bailey, and to the UNM
Lobo for publishing this letter
which I trust will help to clarify
the 1•ecord in the Albuquerque
community served by your newspaper.
Sincerely,
Maurice A. Sterns
Research Associate in
Internships in Latin
American Education
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico

teer?" I responded that in fact'
there was no dramatic attack on
my presence as a Vi$iting ProfesSOl'. On· the one occasion when a
few students posted a clipping. of
civil rights demonstrations in Mississippi with a caption "How can
the
Peace
Corps
represent
Peace?," a larger gro)lp of students countered with a commendable defense of the Peace Corps
and its nan-political mission
around tli.e world. This incident
was factually reported in the
June, 1964 issue of The Volun·
teer, official journal of the Peace
Co1•ps.
When Mr. Simmons pursued
this line of questioning by asking
about extremist activity in the
classroom, I responded that there
was none: Politics never entered
the classroom. I did suggest that
on one occasion a few students
played a game by scribbling a
funny message on the blackboard:
"'l'he professor is a spy for the
FBI." I made no acknowledgement of having seen the note and
merely erased it as the lesson was
placed on the blackboard. Except
for a few smiles from students,
the matter was completely passed
over by all as an insignificant
little joke, which is exactly what
it was. The students at Maracaibo,
Venezuela, would have been unhappy with the article, which distorted and magnified this classroom prank into an example of
extremist activity.
Then Mr. Simmons turned to
the UNM program which should
have been the focus of the article.
Yet even here, he misrepresented
my motives for participating in
the p1·ogram.
I was very impressed by the
imaginative nature of the program. At this point in my aca·
demic career I am about ready to
think ~f writing a dissertation.

Frid;~y,

J1,1ly 22, 1966
I"
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(Continued from Page 1)
peat•ances before naturaljsts and
outdoorsmen in an appeal for suppot·t in defeating House Bill 4671.
In the state of New Mexico,
groups including membel'S of the
Sierra Club have formed the Save
Grand Canyon Committee,
Members indude the UNM
Mountaineering Club, the New
Mexico Mountain Club, the Isaalt
Walton League, and various state
wildlife organizations.
The UNM club has shown the
Glen Canyon film twice and at the
most recent presentation this summer, Sierra Club Southwest Region representative, Jeff Ingram
was present.
Ingram told the group that time
was drawing short for saving the
canyon. He indicated that since
the bill had gotten out of the
House committee they could expect to reach the floor in August.
According to Ingram the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation is trying
to work out a compromise by promising to drop one of the dams,
probably the Bridge Canyon Dam.
No Compromise
"In this case I don't feel ~ve can
afford to .sell out the Government," said Ingram, "We have
reached agreements before but
this time the price is too high.
There can be no compromise."
be continued.
The color film which Ingram
was accompanying tells the story

KUNM Approved
To Stort Sending
(Continued f1;om Page 1)
this coming yca1·.
There will be 5 people on the reg·
ular staff of the new station.
In addition to Ilal'l'y Joseph,
KUNl\1 manager, the staff includes the program manager, Justin Joseph, Jim Hoglund, chief
engineer, Jay Butlcl', bu!!incss
manager, and record librarian
Nancy Linnen.
The antenna bays will be placed
on a forty foot tower above the
student union building. The prime
signal at·ea should cover all of
Bemalillo County.
$19,000 for

SWEET+HOT
BY

Pete Kendall
When reviewing a piece of
music that the writer has had
very little introduction to in the

)

I APPRECIATE: YOU WANTING TO BE LIBERAL
ABOUT THE WHOLE THING, JASON, BUT THE TRUTH
IS I REALLY DON'T WANT TO MARRY YOUR SISTER.

past, it has often become the
standard practice, as one critic so
aptly stated, to "When in doubt,
denounce jazz."
Such is the exact problem this
time. Before me is a beautifully
packaged "LP" from Impulse,
"The Blues and the Abstract
Truth.'' It features the compositions and arrangements of saxophonist Oliver Nelson. Nelson also
performs on the record, as do such
modern standouts as saxophonists
Eric Dolphy and George Barrow
They are complimented by the
highly capable rhythm of Bill
Evans, piano; Paul Chambers,
bass; and Roy Haynes, drums.
Tagged "New Wave"
All arc brilliant technicians on
their instruments and play with
great imagination. My ability to
criticize this record fairly ends
there. This certainly is not the
type music I would pick to soothe
my tensions in the waking hours
of the morning. Ilowcver, Impulse
labels it as "the new wave in
jazz" so the listener will know
what he's buying.
To run down the numbers on
the record, "Stolen Moments'' and
"Hoe Down," the first two pieces
on side one, come off the best of
the album's six. 'l'rumpeter Hubbard and pianist Evans are the
stars throughout. Do!phy, as one
might expect, comes through we!ll,
though somewhat erratically.
Sounds Alike
Nelson explains in his liner
notes that Dolphy sounds much
like John Coltrane. Howsomever,
the reader, as this writer, may not
appreciate J obrt Coltrane.
The other numbers on the Illbum are also extended c(lmpositions. "Cascades," 10 Yearnin',"
:('}Jutch attd Butch," and "Teenie's
Blues," i1fl afore-mentioned, imptess- me with their content and
arl'angement, and by each indi·
viduql al;'tis~'s ~bility.

'Lecture' Crowd
Tokes Film Tour
(Continued from Page 1)
station), and a tour of London's
massive dock area.
Recovery Shown
The film study ended with scenes
of the German fire luJmlJ 1;aids of
London in WWII, which Wt'!re followed up with modern day scenes
showing the tremendous recovery
projects undertak(m tl11·oughout
the city.
Gowan is the associate director
of the Lcctut·c Department of the
National Audubon Society in New
.York. Ilc says that while he;
doesn't like to live in large cities,
he docs like to maim studies of
them. He has also done a study
of Now Yol'k City, which was l'eecntly passed by London for the
second lnrgejlt city in the wot·ld
spot. His next project is a film
study of Tokyo.
Dr. Harold Ried, Director of
Summer
Session
introduced
Gowan.

of the destruction of ir.replaceable
sights and wonders by the water
held back by the Glen Canyon
Dam.
The film features color slides
taken by Phil Huntington, who
spent years exploring Glen Canyon prior to the construction of
the dam.
' In Glen, the Colorado and other
tributary streams had fashioned
a mammoth canyon with hundreds
of finger canyons shooting off
the main .river. Water and time
had eroded. slits in the earth. only
a few feet wide and hundreds of
feet deep.
Aura of Color
Light traveling down the cuts
never reached the bottom directly,
but by bouncing back and forth
off the sides it arrived at the bottim in an aura of color and light,
which amalled all who saw it and
was impossible to duplicate. The
tiny streams below had cut fantastic formations from the rock
which were lighted by the arousing spectacle that fell from above.
The movement of the sun made
the light change, causing the deep
slices of· earth to change constantly,
In places where the stream bed
widened, valleys had become separated from the river by walls of
rock, connected only by the trickle
of the stream cutting through the
walls. Here .in these isolated
valleys life forms had evolved or
had been preserved that existed
only there.
All this beauty was lost with
the rising waters behind Glen
Canyon, preserved only on the
slides of Phil Huntington and
others and in the minds of those
few who braved a raft trip to
reach these sights on the winding
Colorado. Water now fills the canyons and the peaceful coves and
inlets of the river are filled witlt
people in motorboats throwing
paper plates antl beer cans into
the river.
Provide 'Vater
The construction of these hydroelectric dams by the Bureau of
Reelamation is to provide water
and power for the people of
Southern Arizona and California.
In his spcecl1 Ingram told the
group that the plan was to build
the dams so tltnt money derived
from the sale of electric power
could be used to buy water.
What he was talking about is
a super-gigantic project, now in
the planning stage, that would
use a series of dams, aqueducts,
canals, and ditches to bring water
from the swift rivers of the
Northwest down into California
and Al•izona. Waters would be delivered from their short trips
from the mountains to the Pacific
and would be used to irrigate land
and provide water for the exploding Southern Arizona and California.
In A1·izona's case they hope to
use the revenue from t.hc power
to buy some of this water. Under
the com]mct 'vith California and
New Mexico, Arizona got a bigger cut of tl1e water from the
• Colorado River, but there is still ·
only M much water. They hope to
increase the yield of the Colorado
water by using it us an investment to purchase other water.
Strange Paradox
In this strange war of the can·
yons the1•e is a strange paradox.
No one will win the battle in the
end. If the conset'Vationists win
this fight they will be doomed in
some future fight. When the population of California and Arizona
l'e:tch the limits of the water they
are using now, then action must
be taken to provide them with
water no matter what the price.

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER ANP
LIGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW
247-8219

1?. 11t Richmond
C. WOODROW WILSON (Owner)
3100 C•ntral

e

Quality Dry Cleaning

e

.

Alterations

ONE ELEVEN SHIRT SERVICE

A,.,.,
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111 HARVARD SE
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HENRYS DRIVE· IN
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100% PURE BEEF HAMBURC?ER ................... 15¢
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SOMETHING NEW ADDED
TO HENRY'S MENU!
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I
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Bring in this coupon
for 79¢ CHICKEN DINNER

I
I

I

with free 10¢ Coke

I

Offer good
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Friday,~Saturday,

I
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I

July 22-24
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Just Dial 243-2322 for Fast Service and
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Across the street
from the campus
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Watch out for the other guy! ·

255-$581
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If your clothes are becoming to youthey should be coming to us.

WHk day• 8 a.m. to 9.p.m.
Sundayt 9 a.m. to I p.m. & 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
. Op•n most Holiday•
frH O.llwtFJ

I

In the old-time. westerns you could always tell the ... everysecondofeveryminuteyou'rebehindthewheel.
good guys from the bad guys,
Out on the highway. that means protecting yourself
On our highways, today, it couldn't matter less.
by staying well to the right.
Because even. the best of drivers get involved in
And warning any oncoming driver if he strays over
the worst of accidents.
.
.
.
into your lane.
·
lake a guy like Dale Landsman. He's never been
Don't depend on the actions of other drivers and
. you won't end up on the receiving end of their
in.anaccident. N. ever breaks a law. Yet, his first~·
m1stake may be your last!
.
.
mistakesot sudden moves.
You can depend on it.
That's why you have to drive defensively

Schroeder-Wilson Pharmacy

~

.e One..Day Service on Shirts

ConS'ef-\iOfionisfs Organize
To Block Canyon Damming
They argue against the price of
the dams, and the cost of providing electrical power for the Arizona area. They am right. The initial costs would probably create
deficits a;;; created by other dams.
Conservationists further argue
that coal available in the region
could be used to provide cheaper
power. Again they are right,
It's strange though, that coal
they want to use is provided by
damaging strip mining, which
tears up the face of the land. The
Arizona Power company which
has a plant in the four corners
area is now providing power for
the four corners area using coal
taken by this strip mining operation.
·
In this war which no one wins
the costs on both sides are· tre- ·
mendous, and arguments pro and
con go on forever. Once again
the perpetual battle of the preservers from tbe users is taking
its toll. In the end however, it is
always the people who win-they
will get their power and water,
even if the price is some of
America's most valuable resources.
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Book Mutilation
Is a Real Problem

incre~~:;!nued

Summer. Session
• . ·•
DrOWS CntiCISm

from Page 1)
The most common type of mu(Continued from Page 1)
tilation seems to be the "razoring"
out of pages, especially of pages a hard time finding anything to
in technical journals. In some talte," complained another, addcases pages will merely be t•ipped ing, ''or if one finally finds sevout. In others entire issues will e1·al useful coul·ses, they are all
available at the same time-or
be torn from . bound journals.
are full."
Copies Made
" Asks 'Longer Hours
Kelley explained that, where
Library
and union hom•s were
possible, the library makes copies
out
by one complainant,
singled
(from books made available to the
libt·ary by other sources) of miss- who said he felt that they sho1;1ld
ing pages to replace those that both be open on Sunday and until
have been torn out. Often these 10 p.m. in the evenings.
Still another student complained
in turn will be torn from the
same source, second and third al)out air-conditioning in Mitchell
Hall, pleading for someone to
times.
·
While the vast majority of mu- ''turn on the air conditioners "intilations a1·e performed on seri- stalled" in Mitchell Hall.
A few students came to the deous works, Kelley rep01·ted cases
where coupons had been clipped fense of Summet• Session. One
from copies of magazines. Pic- felt that · the organization wal;!
tures, too, often make their way much better than during the regfrom books and magazines, into ular session.
"Curricula Varied"
the outside world.
·
"The curriculum offered is as
Summer Sees More
Surprisingly Kelley said that varied as can be expected con·
there was a higher percentage sidering that a sizable numbet· of
of such damage during summer faculty members are gone for the
school than during the l'egular summer/' was the opinion of one
non-critical student.
school session.
Another said quite simply, "It
"One thing that troubles me,"
is
good the way it is.''
said Kelley, "it seems that everyIt appears that some students
body who works for the university
would know ft·om the markings are not in agreement with some
on the books that they belong to other students on the merits of
·
the library. Yet <>ften books just Summet· Session.
The question for next week's
lie m·ound buildings on campus
and at·en't even dropped into cam- poll will be: Do you feel that
coverage of the Chicago mass
pus mail."
murder
and of the arrest of RichBook stealing is not quite as
big of a problem, but it too oc- ard Speck has been adequate?
curs. Last year a special replace- Please answer the question yes or
ment fund was established for no, and then follow up with whatthe purpose of replacing lost or ever impressions you have on the
press coverage.
stolen books.
Problem In Brooklyn
The problem of book stealing
and mutilation did not begin with
UNM. In 1962 the Brooklyn Public Library estimated that its loss
of books ran to $500,000 annually
-or 7.1 per cent of its yeat·ly
(Continued from Page 1)
budget.
probably
thousands living
The Free Library of Philadel- at Sapawe.some
A
study
of the pollen
phia in 1.960 'reported the loss o:f
indicates . the weather was good
18,500 books in one year.
In February, 1962, the direc- for growing crops but changed to
tor of the Iowa State Librat•y a dry, prairie climate later which
Issued a statement concerning together with possible pressur~
from enemy tribes, caused the
that university's change-over people to move f1·om Sapawe.
- from closed-stacks to open-stacks.
20 l{ivas Found
About 20 kivas have been found
"The open-shelf system has many
advantages for ethical reader.s and this year for the first time a
mechanical back hoe is being used
in that among other things it im- to dig out the dirt and rocks from
proves and speeds up service. We one. kiva befo1·e the students stat·t
changed over to the open shelf then· shovel and trowel work on
system in the face of failures else- the interior of the kiva.
All the students work-both the
where, believing optimistically men
and women use shovels to
that our students were different. excavate the rooms, then switch
Well, we were wrong." As a re- to trowels when they uncover
sult the reserve room at Iowa artifacts and shards.
State was changed back to the . T~is year the sfudents are staymg m the Tepee Village at the
closed-stacks system.
Ghost Ranch north of Abiquiu
Turnstiles InstalJed
where they enjoy good accomodaThe University of California tions at low student rates thanks
at Los Angeles singled out . cul- to the Presbyterian Church which
owns the ranch. The church has
prits in addition to students when reduced their regular rates as a
it installed turnstiles in its main way of contributing to the work
,
library in 1961. Staff members of UNM.
The summer field session startwere instructed 'not to make ex.eeptions for anyone, including ed June 21 and will end July 30.
All excavation work will be fifled
Iib1·ary staff members and faculty in before the students depart.
members.
The new addition to Zimmetman will have six turnstiles instead of one. Library authol'ities
are hoping this will at least help
reduce stealing, but Mr. Kelley
did not seem too optimistic.

Students Dig Up
Ancient Pueblo

Library Honors
Robert Harness
Books in the field of cryptography arc being placed in the
UNM Zimmerman Librm•y in the
memory of Robc1•t B. Harness.
LibnU"ian David 0. Kelley noted
the long•time employee in charge
of government publications served
as teache1• and cryptogmpllCI' in
Wodd Wm· II with the U.S. Al'lny
Air Force.
Mr. Harness, who died .Tuly 12,
joined the UNM library staff in
1951. Earlier he had been a
newspape1• reporter and served
as a libra1·ian at the New Yo1•k
Public Library, New York University Law School and as reference libraril;m at the University'
of Illinois in Chicago.

U Bookstore Head
To Sales Seminar
A. 0. Jackson, manager of the
Associated Students' Bookstore at
the University of New Mexico,
has been named to the faculty
of a week-long seminar in Palo
Alto, Calif., sponsored by the National Association of College
Stores.

PEttSONALS
SANDA~S-today's look • . • yesterday'~

The university will awa1·d its
first John F. Kennedy Memorial
Fellowship this fall,
The award is UNM's highest
for graduate students iu the humanities Ol' ·the social sciences.

10%

~

·,Announcement of the recipient
will be made in early fall.· The
Memorial Fellowship . fund now
contains some 5-thousand dollars.
Contdbutions still at·e being accepted.

DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
.On Presentation of J.D. Card

Phone 242·7701

]B.&£ lltWUii\'11
~·-..-~~

2214 CENTRAL, S.E. ALBUQUERQUE, NEWMCXICO 87106

From the man who made t h e - - - - Academy Award Winning
"THE SKY BOVE. THE MUD BELOW/"

THE
INCREDIBLE
BUT-TRUE
STORY OF

·l'TOVl
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EASTMANCOLOR

Portable Stereo Phono
With. FM-Stereo
with all your courses
Get your
BARNES ,_ NOBLE

COLLEGE OUTLIRE

SERIES

when you qet your text·
books. Famous educational
paperbacks. Over 100 titles
on the foUowinq aubjec:la:
ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BUSINESS
DRAMA
,
ECONOMICS
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
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H!STORY
LANGUAGE'
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Near the University

3011 MONTE VISTA NE
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ULecture Series
To Feature Tolk
About Democorcy
''Interpretation of Democracy"
will be Dr. David Newhall's subject as he presents the fifth in the
series of the Summer Session's
"Lecture Under the Stars," Monday, August 1, at 8 p.m. The lecture will be presented in front of
the Administration building as in
the past.
Newhall will try to characterize the "essential ingredients" of
democracy. He w11l treat the subject of democracy, he said, in
terms of its current problems, but
from a more ethical and philosophical rather than a current
events viewpoint. He also intends
to touch upon the problems of
dissent and conformity as they
pertain to democracy.
A doctor of philosophy, Newhall is a visiting professor at
UNM and is teaching "Introduction to Philosophy" and "Ethical
Theory." He is also chairman of
the department of philosophy at
P01·tland State College, Portland,
Oregon,
Newhall received his degree in
philosophy from Pomona College
and the University of,,Califoruia
at Los Angeles and Princeton
University in New Jersey. He has
previously taught at Smith College in Maryland and Washington
and Jefferson College in Pennsylvania.
His publications have dealt
mostly with the philosophical
problems of ethics.

John B. Logan presented the
fotil.'th in a series of "Lecture
Under the Stars" Monday night
before a capacity "patio" crowd
in front of the Administt·ation
building. The speech was finished
in the Union Ballroom, when rain
threatened.
The visiting professor was introduced by Dudley Wynn, director of UNM's Honors Program
and acting chairman of the English Departmdnt..
Gives Readings
Logan, a poet in his own right,
spoke on "Poetry and the Poet"
as he gave a series of readings
from several of today's contemporary poets.
In his readiings Logan included "I Know a Man" by UNM's
own Robert Crceley; "In My
Craft, Or Sullen Art" by Dylan
Thomas; "The Performance" by
James Dick<i,r; and "Lying in a
(Continued On Page 4)

Gruesome Details
Of Moss Sloyings

Termed Harmful
Do you feel that the news coverage of the Chicago maas murder and the arrest of Richard
Speck has been adequate? This
was the question put to UNM
students last week by the LOBO.
Of the students who voted yes
to adequate news coverage, moJlt
qualified their vote by saying they
felt that the incidents had been
overdone by the news media.

new Student Health
Service facilities, scheduled for
completion in the fall of 1967,
will be a model for those of state
universities across the nation,
said A. Kenneth Young, director
of Student Health Service at
UNM, in a recent interVi!lW.
"What we have now is grossly
inadequate," said Young. He explained that he had come to UNM
five years ago l'n the condition
that a new infirmary be constructed.
Designed by Holien .
The new intirmary, designed
by Edward Holier. (who also de·
signed Mesa . Vista ~csitlencc
ltnll), will be located adJacent to,
although not· connecting with,
Mesa Vista, in what is presently
parking 'space.
It will be a three story building
with counseling nnd .Testing located on the ground floot 1 the
out-patient clinic located on the
'

.

Cites Oswald Case
"It has been more than ;dequate," said a law student, 'dding, "They will have the :.·lme
problem trying him that. · !1ey
would have had with Oswai-1. It
will be impossible to seat ,~. · Illbiased jury. It will be yem•;• i.>efore this trial is over."
A sophomore in engine..-, ing
felt that coverage tended toward
the sensational and took ·jssue
with the use of phrases like
"greatest mass-murder of the
century"
and "biggest killing
• .
n
.
smce .•.

CAMPUS BEAUTIFICATION continues with the construction of the new walkway on the north
side of the Union. Plans caU for the area to be finished in concrete and brick and contain kiosks as
on the left. When finished the area will be part of a massive mall complex from the Fine Arts
Building to the Education complex.

Band to Perform
Proficiency Exom Symphony
Finale

Scheduled Aug. 4

James C. Moore, director of the
University of New Mexico's
Counseling and Testing Division
announced that the English Proficiency Examination will be administered on August 4 at 1:30
p.m.
Incoming freshmen, transfer
students, students enrolled in
English 010, and students who
have taken the test but done badly are eligible to sign Up for the
exam. Satisfactory performance
on the examination is a UNM
graduation requirement.
There is no fee for the test.
Students wishing to take the exam should sign up at the Counseling and Testing offices by
August 2. The test will not be ad-·
ministered again until the end of
the fall semester.

Meyer to Speak
Dr. Harold Meyer, visiting professor at UNM, will discuss the
problem of too much leisure at a
meeting Satuday1 July 30, at 8
a.m. in room 231 of the SUB.

The UNM Summer Band, under
the direction of James Whitlow,
will present its final summer concert on Wednesday, August 3.
The concert, to be held in the
Union Ballroom, will. begin at
8:15 p,m, and'is open to the public without chat·ge.
The program will include selections by Handel, Debussy, Schuman and Wagner. H. T. Payne
will be featured soloist in "Concerto for French Horn and Orchestra," by Mozart.
Other musical presentations on
campus this summer will include
the UNM Summer Orchestra
concert, under the direction of
Kurt Fredrick, at 8:15 p.m., 1n
the Union Ballroom.
Featured soloists will include
Margaret Barela, in the first
movement of Rachntaninoff's
"Concerto No. 2 in C Minor" and
Maria Morphew in the first movement of Mozart's "Concerto in
D."

New Health Service Planned
UNM'~

at
CHI'SHOLM'S
Malts & Shokes
Floats & Sodas

Friday, July 29, 1966
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New School Poets
Logan s Subject
Model 11-FM

EXICOLOBO

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Creeley Included

fLA~A. tbc ;'IN" Snmlal Shop with you

m trhnd. Men s and lndl"'. Sand andSun
201 Ilomcro NW on historic Old Tow~
Plain. Dial 243·7909. (8 ins.)
I··ott RENT
FO!J'R. roo'!' house nr.ross from College of
F~~gmccrmg, . Tdcal . fOl' lwo sltirl<!ht!l.
$~o.OO r>cr month. Sec Mr. llolt 'l'aylcr
nt Chlis!inn Sturlent Center 207 'trni\'crsity N.E., 242·045«, 7;s,' tr., 22, 29.
NEW, furnished rtdoloc house;. 10
from UNl\1, tlellr Old . 'l'own; fircrrlncc
•n bedroom; bnrn & corI'll! • <rulct • $8"
247.8~20.
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First JFK Adward Is Given This Fall

THE LAST
SAVAGES/

WANT ADS
CJ:.!oSSIFJED ADV!j:RTISJNG liATES:
4 line ad., 65!'-4 tunes, $2.00. Insertions
JDIIst he subm.tted by noon on day before
JI.Ublicati!'n. to Room 159, Student publications Bulldmg. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
FOR SALE
HOUSE for. sale: 4 bedroom, rlcn, plaY·
~; 7 m<n. to UNM. Call Dr. Kramer,
~szt or 256-3862.
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first floor, a:M the hospital located on the second floor.
Itooms Will Increase
There will be nine suites, with
17 examining rooms, for physicians. Also included . in the plans
are a full£ equipped clinical laboratory, a full X-ray department,
and a separate office of psychi·
a try.
The second floor hospital,
Young said, will have provisions
for 35 beds, in rooms containing
two to four beds.
While the exterior of the building will be in the pueblo style, the
interior will not. Young eJ'plnined
that this was because the pueblo
style, with its open beams, ornate
litthting fixtures, and high windows is not conducive to the
cleanliness required of hospitals.
Faces Overload
The pt·cserlt Itealth Service is
equipped with only 11 rooms for
patients. Young said that, even

at that, there is much doubling
of functions in these rooms and
overloading of the facilities.
He estimates that the infirmary
mterages 2,000 visits per month
from students.
The present staff of the Student Health Service consists of
four full-time medical doctors,
three part-time medical doctors,
one part-time psychiatrist, 12
registered nurses, one lab technician, two ward aids, and a secretary,
·
Staff WUI Increase
Young said that two full-time
medical doctors will be added in
the fall ,and he expects to in·
crease his nursing staff.
Speaking of the necessity for
expansion of the Health Service
on campus, Young said, "Just be·
cause students arc getting a reduced rate, tbat is no reason to
l!'iVc them anything but the high•
est quality tteatment."
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'In 'view of' rece11t North Vietnamese threats to try downed
American pilots as war criminals,
the LOBO is asking students to
answer the following question as
part of its opinion poll series.
"Wimt do you feel should be
the American military reaction in
the event of the trial and execu·
tion of the Amer.ican pilots in
North Viet Nam?"
As has been tl1e practice in the
past the ballots will be located at
the Information Desk of the SUB
from Thrusday through the following Tuesday.

First ABC Gront
Is Given to Zorris

Prejudice Charged
"Too adequate," said au instructor in English. '~Do American people enjoy bloodthirsty accou.l}ts such as those we h_aye been

-

sub3eeted to'! In 'MY

Ol)~n1on

tbe

coverage thus"far has uncloubtedly prejudiced many pea~
against Speck. The old saying
'innocent until proved guilty,' is
proving to be nothing more than
just that, an old saying," he said.
Reaching an opposite conclusion, one student stated, "I think
it may now prove difficult to get
a conviction because of the news
coverage given ••. "

No Coverage Asked
A philosophy graduate student
said he felt there should be no
crime coverage whatever.
Several students took issue
with the "gruesome" details.
"Again the desire for the gruesome came through,'' said a junior in biology. "It's amazing what
people are willing to put up with
in this case, bloody, gory details
that make sickening 1·eading,"
said a junior !Speech major.
•
Some voiced satisfaction in the
coverage. A graduate student in
history said, "Everything that
was necessary was told.''

A $1500 yearly fellowship grant
providing financial aid 'to UNM
business administration graduates
New Laws Cited
plus practical banking experience
"Covm:age has been adequate
has been established by the Amerunder
the new laws passed by the
ican Bank of Commerce.
Supreme Court. If any more
The first tecipient of the fel- would be said, the courts would
lowship - internship grant is rule Speck's rights were violated
George Zan·is, a UNM June .•• ," said a business major.
"If you consider all the news
graduate in the Colicge of Busimedia
(television, radio, newsness Administration, who wi!l repapers), I feel that it wns well
C(:ive his MA jn business admiu· covered," said another.
istration in June, 1967.
Opinions were extremely val'ied
Zarris will set·ve as manager of. among- those voting that coverage
the ABC branch at the University.
(()ontinued On Page 4)
wh:ch opened in the basement of
the Union Bldg., July 1, whih
continuing hi:> . work toward a
h1:J£.ter 1s degree.
While walking through the adl'rovides Dual Benefits
Dr. Howard Finston, dean <>f ministmtion building a few days
ago, a membet of the journalism
the College of Business Admin- staff
came upon a rather angry
istration, in accepting the $1500 young man, who had apparently
grant, stated that "the fellowship, , inserted a dime in the milk maone of the few such types offered chiJte and gotten nothing in rein the couutt•y, provides dual turn.
With careful aim the student
benefits fm· business graduates. backed off, then let fly with a
The American Bank of Com- · kick. He then gave the machine
illetce btanch in the Union Build- a deset·ving shake. The machine
ing is 11 fh•st. for UNM. Other col- politely, and without sound, began emitting cartons of milkleges nnd universities in the U.S. approximately 28. Said the
. have brunch bimks on ot• adjacent startled young man, " (-censored·)
to campus.
I've killed the cow.''

U Student Cowes,··

Vendi.ng Machine

'
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